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ABSTRACT
The diversity of geographic location and type of

student in the Toledo diocesan school system have made it
increasingly important for instruction to become individualized. Upon
investigation of the system's needs and possibilities for change, a
competency-based curriculum model was selected because it offered a
structured, systematic, planning, implementation, and revision model.
The schools attempted to utilize a number of generalizations
potentially applicable to the educational change process in the
implmentation of their competency-based instructional systems.
Curriculum guides developed by the schools were major tools in
implementing the philosophy of competency-based education. Curriculum
guidelines have been field tested, revised, and disseminated, and
inservicing is taking place. The University of Toledo College of
Education Competency-based Teacher Education Program has been
instrumental in developing educational change in all sectors. Both
public and private schools, however, have also contributed in a
continuous effort to effect change in the Toledo school system.
(PB)
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I.. kls1(12n: Sister Mary Lawrence, OSU.

The Toledo Diocesan School system is unique in that the gen-7,r1-

extends over 8,222 miles and is located in 19 counties of the r. "1,,vor.

are ninety-seven (97) elementary schools and 19 high schools loy: *1 r.2-

ral, urban, and suburban areas. The student population included

and racial groups, and a wide economic range, from the very afflt:ert

inner-city poor.

This diversity in geographic location and type of student 2rer.elc!:.

lens which, in recent years, have made it increasingly important 1".!:

tion become more individualized. The needs of the students diffr7-y:

any were unable to meet the rigid curriculum standards set by t -ne

state. Often the methods and materials differed greatly and the .71

not able to achieve up to the level of his ability.

The staff the Diocesan School office consulted princivis,

and parents in determining what changes wire necessary. Each

stiff serving as consultants for Art, Guidance, Language Arts,

Mlnic. S'A.ence, and Social Studies, under the direction of a curr1_- ::;.-

rector. then formulated the plan for the actual production of t.'

developnent of these guides, which would state clearly the conc7t,-.

taught, objectives to be reached, resources available, and suggE

ties for both student and teacher was a necessity if pupils were
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tenable goals in specific learning steps. Emphasis had to be pl:c-C -r t;1(:

:ndivit!ttal rnd his abilities rather than on the group.

IT. Rationnle for the c.n.E. Model: Leo Leonard, The University of Tolc,:c

Pror to 1971, the Toledo Diocesan Schools had not had a majlr .!.:r-Lott-

lum revision for over 50 years. The result was a fragmentation of:

lum that denied children within the Diocese equality of learnir,;

Fach parish school had its own conception of what ought to be tav7.1!:.

curriculum that resulted frequently didn't meet the perceived nee,: c ch,

larger community. Minority students complained that they were ernic.: ';1P

opportunities for curriculum instruction and resources made avnilaKe t r,@:'-

er children in Diocesan school systems. In summation, then, the neo-:5: of

the Diocese were the following: (1) to modernize curriculum, 1,!10-:.!.g

e!cos, planning, and resources; (2) to provide for "equity" of r.de.-!rt!.--

opportunity to all areas and population groups within the district.; (3) 4.

eevelep a central planning evaluation model that could facilitate t'x'

with t7le added capability of making necessary curriculum revision 1).-d

indiv!..dual, family, school, and the community needs.

In order to meet the curriculum needs of the district, tilt: zon-

tacted the University of Toledo's College. of Education regardin -!-

bility of a cooperative effort in developing a planned curriculum c!:InN-!.

The College, through its Center for Research and Services, assirneL!

who, in consultation with Diocesan personnel, selected a currieul= ro3c:

set development and revision procedures, and established a time-1:1-. :c,-

writin;, testing, and implementing the results.

The Competency Based Curriculum model was selected to handl

f_ er Curriculum Change" because it offered a structured, syvtt lt:c,
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planning, implementation, and revision model. Further, the use or _r]

model provided for a sequential development process that had thl

of a step by step program monitoring capability coupled with a v -

-c..sources and assessment procedures. These capabilities made it

to determine the attainment of group and individual objectives, tim: ,:nsur

ing that stu.'ents from throughout the Diocese would receive simi:lr

tional opportunities.

The CB! model was divided into two components. The first ,,:c-

plarming model that was a subject matter feedback system which ol:tr.:17,

from individuals, community, teachers, and subject matter experts.

ta was channeled to the appropriate subject matter curriculum grop,

the data was processed into a logical structure of concepts, gc!ir.

activities, resources and, in some cases, suggested student post o.--.e(sTrt

procedures. The material was then compiled into subject matter ,7I.Arr..:7.17:

'uides in the CBE format.

The second component of the CBE model was the specific classroo': ,:vr-

rtculum plan which .allowed the teacher to take the objectives, ::ctiv:z:s-.

and resogrces in the guide and adapt them to the specific requir.--1,-

the intended instruction. This second step process involved thc ro-

firing of-the objectives into measurable terms. Thus, the systemat:i., -r-

ing up for curriculum change allowed the teacher to determine tbc, 1.-,1-1,-71:._-

ness of district wide objectives, activities, and evaluation.

The monitoring system allowed for feedback based on student teref:;.

perceptions and other evaluatiim techniques, thereby offering r

for handling system wide change demanded by community, staff, and r:7,17-1:nt

By establishing basic objectives required for mastery by all or at
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the same time the systematic development of objectives and actvtt:o- 1.!

t4.!acher and student, both student and school needs were met.

III. Tho NIlt.ro of tho Curriculum Change Process: Robert Utz

ThE' Literature on innovation supports a number of generallz. 7r-

tentlaUy applicable to the educational change process in any se':%.1.1;:.

first is that an available social network promotes both the rate P.11':

of diffusion. A second is that the individual's degree of involvcmi-:nfl

the building of the vehicles and resources for educational chanu:

he positively related to the degree of his use of the innovatior.

Thirdly, an "open" organizational climate tends to promote a higbTr 6c7rec

of voluntarism, which in turn promotes more participation, more 1-7.at'vn.

greater productivity, and greater commitment. Fourth, an inser-7:_c-

once can be functional both as a reward for participation and as

of opinion leaders. Fifth, inserviced opinion leaders in the scoo:,

serve as effective eaange agents in an enduring curriculum innwaLicti

OSS.
.s

The Toledo Diocese Schools attempted to utilize these genorr17. ,o-r

in their implementation of their Competency Based Instructional S.:rttx-..

building of curriculum guides involved large numbers of classroom :::1:1-1.1.1

from the beginning, selected to represent the broad spectrum of `11.(r-r q71-'

emw....=a
-See, for example, Ronald G. Havelock, Innovations in _Education:

and Tactics (Ann Arbor: CRUSK, The University of Michigan, 1971); Her':-1-
Lionberger, "Strategy ImOications for Planned Curricular Changes in 7.-!(::-Y:!Hrl:
Inferences from Diffusion Research," in Marcella R. Lawler (Ed.), Str.-7-1
?lennecz Curricular Innovation (New York: Teachers College Press, 1970);
Carlson, "T%e Adoption of Educational Innovations," in Matthew W. Miles m.
Charters., Jr. !Editors), Learning in Social Settings (Boston: Allyn anl
1970): aobert C. Maxson and Walter E. Sistrunk, A Systems Approach to
Admintstration (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 1973).

V"'
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An open organizational climate and a principle of voluntarism

thc inolvem7tnt of the vaPt majority of the Diocese. teachers.

nxperience resulted in both reward for involvement and the crew:ic%

2.:.10.-1-1 to :rollot: the participation of other teachers in the

procncs. The use of department chairman in the schoo7.r

the potential for continuing communication pertaining to currir-1..=

and rnvinion. Lastly, the solicitation of input from staff, ln:

students has promoted a high degree of commitment to the progr.n.

-711n Curriculum Guides As Chan e Vehicles: Sister Mary Lawrence

The Curriculum Guides built by the Diocese Schools were tho

tool in the implementation of the philosophy of competency-base:

in the schools of the Diocese of Toledo, Ohio. The Curricul=

be considered vehicles of change since they allow for an innovav-

approach to the teaching of the various subject areas of the el

school. any methods are suggested and a great deal of flexibilit%

allowed in the use of multi-texts, activities and resources.

:r:novation does not4 mean a decreased emphasis on Mastery.

contrary, coupled with the principle of continuous progress, Malt:v

the key word. Both the cognitive and the affective domains of lcurr..-

are stressed and knowledge of the basic skills and the develop:len:

right attitudes and ideals are provided for in the objectives ..r10

of each area.

To protect the creativity of the teacher, the objectives a,' ,-

'riven in the Guides are not the only ones that may be used in tr,nccl

given conce7t. Each teacher is free to add to the list in order e

the needs of the individual student. Every effort has been made
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the uuide to meet the needs of the principals and teachers in i--

areas er the diocese anal in specific school situations. It is

the cuides will be just that - Guides to lead students to resell

Tf! h;t1 :teetialittee at his own rate.

tkIlif!D2alImElsrlentation of Field Testing, Revision and Disth
the Curriculum Guidelines: Sister Mary Johnone, S. N. D.

In response to a Diocesan School Office invitation in tho

le72 requesting personnel to field test the curriculum guidelines.

and administrators volunteered to pilot nodules of specific cun:ie

areas. From the volunteers, Diocesan School Office Consultants

the equivalent of four elementary school faculties for each of

subject areas, keeping in mind ethnicity and race, as well as

location to provide a suitable cross section.

In September, 1972, two area diocesan meetings were condo t'.f" ,7;.-:-

re :irate a field test copy of the curriculum guidelines to eaeh a c h

and a complete set to each building principal in the diocese. '. cen-ral

vtonlir,n introduced all teachers and administrators to the quide:ir.-2-.

Secial sessions were conducted for the pilot teachers. Thro*:-ct

school year, consultants had meetings for pilot teachers and we,:-.7

stantly on call to serve all teachers.

In August, 1973, a mini-convention was held for all diocesn-

Most of the sessions were conducted by the pilot teachers who Cemenr-:

use of the curriculum guidelines.

All curriculum guidelines contained blank pages for evalnaLi-- cy".1.:'-

tiens and deletions. Most consultantsconferred with their coun.'.'

poccd ef five or six volunteer teachers and/or administrators

the 7uielines and the input of individual teachers. Through Tit.11 ***

ES3A runding, the Tlidance guidelines were piloted in diocesan
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Oft

and in two local public school districts. This funding provit -7--

statistical and objective evaluation.

'wring the 1974-75 school year, the guidelines were revis,1

wc-e te all ,.1.1.ocenan elementary schools. In all :; lr.-

1,hQr a coordinator for each sul*Ict area. The coordinator

close relationship with the diocesan consultant in assisting

In-servicing is beirg lucted by the consultants by way c:

visits, faculty meetings, and area workshops with particular --

vehicles to increase individualized learning. The attitude or -:r

c:.pal and the teachers' openness to change have been two vital flet,_rr

L:etermining the degree of innovation in ea.:. school.

:ntercst in the curriculum guidelines is stimulating
.

tin Toledo area.

Connrchensive Comnetency Based Teacher Education Model and

The previous descriptions of a comprehensive curricular ch.;

ati.olic Diocesan schools of the Toledo area have been, for tho -r

E;:uc.lticn, The University of Toledo, a significant portion of Y,1 -

sive competency based teacher education model for broad educati7n::

and renewal. The entire model has been well described in the vc1-.:ny.

rartr erg for educational Re:.!EramijisEMILLIMett2RgyBased

Tndividuall Guided Education and the Multiunit School.

Gcorve L. Dickson and Richard W. Sa.ce with the assistance of

of Thc University of Toledo faculty, published by the McCutchw.

I'



Corp., Berkeley, California, 1973.2 In that book is the figur

shown on the following page, provides a schematic view of our

wide, comprehensive model for educational change. The model inc'i-7-

;roco for the improvement of teacher competency, both preserv

Jme:ice, which involves programs, institutions, pca4onnel, ana

linked together for the benefit of children.

Ac have attempted to deal with the problem of educational cc--ley

by considering all factors or components that are involved in t'.-r%

tional process. We do not think that teacher education is somett.!:

separate from any educational activity in the public or private r,cho::-.

We realize that a successful C3TE program cannot exist without :17Y:

tionship to the new and changing educational programs in the .

And the programs in the schools, in turn& are bound to our evol-::-.7

college-based program. Consequently, we have assisted and work,,:.

the Diocesan schools in the development of a competency based pf'ucra-.

curriculum. In the public schools we have worked for another tyre o-

curriculum development which utilizes the concepts of individ.,:7:ly

education and multiunit schools.

what we believe about programs also.applies to institutien.

cannot operate successfully without reciprocal ties to both the

and public school sectors. We have found that whatever educatior.1

haz oc7urred in one school sector has been of great interest 'Intl

to the other, and the competency based teacher education progr:-

in the College of Education has been instrumental in developin

change in all sectors.

"';orr-r.: E. Dic%son richard W. Saxe, et. al., Partners for
1,.(.:forra and Pc:nowal; Competency-Based Teacher Education,

i;duvation and the MulLi-unit School, (Burkeley

McCutchan publishing Corp 1913) p. 741 el
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csviously, if reciprocal organization and development

rrograms and institutions the same must be the case for person

facil!_ties within those institutions. Personnel from each

man.i wayn to the over-alI efforts in program do..60'..

anJ im:Aomvntation. They meet and serve together on committee:',

clancroomn, and in a variety of interchange modes and a.:! .
:

We have attempted to develop a system for teacher education an'

sectors must also be interconnected in such change efforts. 71

is not as well developed as those involving program, institutie!!,.

rersonnel but the development of our Teacher Education Center

open to all teachers and educational personnel in Northwest 01-0.:s in

a needed step twoard solving this problem. We, in the Collev,

freely use school classrooms and other facilities for

dcmcnstrations and, in turn, we open our educational facili,-

F4:hool verso :eel to fulfill their various instructional and

T.2 basic development that has occurred in our comprehend--

educational change and renewal has been (1) the crei.:

eeratien of cor.Tetency based teacher education at the UniverF.:;.-

::) tze curriculum changes connected with creating competency

catien ;lus accompanying curriculum guides in the private scho':

ant: the rcor 'tanization of elementary schools and curriculum :t

tthn guided education multiunit schools moeal with .

7;ach institution has worked at educational change
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somewhat diffe:ent way but there continues to exist the contir.:z1-

to "rut it all together" for the general benefit of children ask: -e.

Northwest Ohio.

At the college level we have recognized that we cannot dict-oo t%-

particillar change ,,ffort that occurs in the private or public sc::f-cl

sectors. We can, however, effectively attempt to operate as a cctn:yrc

to link together a variety of change efforts gor common educat!.m;'2.

objectives. Time is needed to experience and evaluate the resrlt:,

these efforts but all evidence to date has been quite positive :n1 7cn::

promising. We, in college teacher education, in concert with cu.:

in the rrivate and public schools are dealing with the major issue,-

education facing all of us. We think these issues are Cl) bet.--

nerviTo and preservice education, (2) the definite involvement cf

education operations in schools, and (3) addressing curriculum ....-J1;e:Ir

and subject matter innovations. We have and continue to create ye.:! !Li

educational effort and development for all of these educational conc,:.:11

through, a competency based teacher education model. Our success t^ eat,

is evi,lonce that it can be done and that the dreams of highly

educational linkages and relationships between various educatimal I.-

stitutions is an attainable reality rather than a much discussee, 1.,rt

dimly perceived, educational goal.


